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     The flange-connected steel gate valve is applicable for pipelines with PN1.0~42.0Mpa nominal 
pressure and -196~+600  operating temperature, cutting off or connecting medium inside. Using 
different valve materials can adapt to various mediums including water, vapor, oil, nitric acid, acetic 
acid, strong oxidizer, etc. The means of driving include manual, electric, pneumatic, gear-driven, etc.

Purpose:

    Gate valve is characteristic of low fluid resistance, limited scouring of and erosion onto 
sealing face by medium, labor saving in opening and shutdown, unlimited flow direction, 
non-disturbance, zero pressure drop, small structural length, fine manufacturing process and 
wide scope of pressure, wide scope of temperature, etc. It is a kind of most frequently used 
intercepting valve for cutting off or connecting medium in pipeline.

    The company has learned from leading valve technologies and techniques from overseas 
on ANSI, API, JIS, BS, DIN, etc. for years and has rich experience in the design, 
manufacturing and quality control. The company has designed flange-connected steel gate 
valves with following characteristics.

    1. The product meets latest Chinese and overseas standards, with reasonable structure, 
reliable sealing performance, superior performance and pleasant appearance.

    2. The products provide a variety of materials and the filling and cushion could be supplied 
based on actual work condition or customer requirement reasonably, suitable for various 
pressures, temperatures and medium work conditions.

   
     3. The pressure retaining parts of high temperature valve are made of quality   temperature 
resistant steel alloy and the sealing face is made from Stellite and cobalt-based hard alloy, 
extending reliability of sealing, stable performance and long service life.
 
    4. The high temperature valve stem is made of temperature resistant steel alloy through 
hardening and tempering and surface nitrogen treatment, provided with favorable 
comprehensive mechanical properties, corrosion resistance and scratch resistance.

    5. The product applies back seal structure, allowing maintenance and replacement of 
sealing fillings provided the frame not shut down.

    6. It is allowed to use a variety of piping flange standards and flange sealing face types 
such as ANSI, GB, JB, HG, SH, etc., meeting diversified engineering requirement and 
customer needs.
    
    7. The company provides low pressure carbon steel gate valve with PN1.0Mpa, which can 
substitute iron gate valves, solving problems of traditional cast iron gate valve including 
frost crack of valve casing, easily loosening gate plate, stem rusting, unreliable sealing 
performance, etc.

   8. The company supplies optional imported integrated, intelligent electric devices 
including 1Q, 2SA35, SMC, RA, STK and other series according to user requirement. Those 
devices feature full functionality, high accuracy and compatibility to program-controlled 
computer.

Overview of gate valve



Convex flange

Convex flange

Weight (kg)

Note: The means of valve drive has electric, pneumatic, gear-driven, etc. and it is optional according to user requirement. 

           Above data is for your reference only. Other flange standards may be applied based on customer requirement.

Weight (kg)

Flange-connected steel gate valve

Primary dimension and weightPrimary dimension and weight

Primary dimension and weightPrimary dimension and weight

RF

RF

Flange-connected steel gate valve

Structural diagram

Standards and specificationsStandards and specifications

Design and manufacturing Structural length Pressure-temperature rating Connecting flange Test and inspection

Performance normsPerformance norms

Nominal pressure 
Test pressure (Mpa)

Strength Sealing (hydraulic) Sealing (pneumatic) Upper sealing

Scope of applicationScope of application

Casing material Applicable medium

Water, steam, oil

Nitric acid

Acetic acid

Applicable temperature

Key parts materialKey parts material

Valve body, valve cap, gate plate Stem Sealing face

Principal material

Nylon

Cushion

Reinforced flexible graphite

Flexible graphite/1Cr13

Filling



Key dimensions of high pressure flange connectionKey dimensions of high pressure flange connection

Ring joint flange

Ring joint flange

Ring joint flange

15.0MPa15.0MPa

26.0MPa26.0MPa

42.0MPa42.0MPa

RTJ

RTJ

RTJ

I

Male and female 
facing flange

Male and female facing flange

Male and female facing flange

Note: The means of valve drive has electric, pneumatic, gear-driven, etc. and it is optional according to user requirement. 
           Above data is for your reference only. Other flange standards may be applied based on customer requirement.

Flange-connected steel gate valve

Male and female 
facing flange

Primary dimension and weightPrimary dimension and weight

Primary dimension and weightPrimary dimension and weight

MFM

MFM

MFM

MFM



Flange-connected steel gate valve

Convex flange

Electric type model Weight (kg)

Electric type model

Male and female 
facing flange

Convex flange

Flange-connected steel gate valve

Electric type model
Weight (kg)

Note: The means of valve drive has electric, pneumatic, gear-driven, etc. and it is optional according to user requirement. 
           Above data is for your reference only. Other flange standards may be applied based on customer requirement.



Flange-connected steel globe  valveFlange-connected steel gate valve

Electric type model

Note: Above data is for your reference only. Other standards may also be applied to the design and 
          manufacturing based on customer requirement.

Male and female 
facing flange

Male and female facing flange

Male and female facing flange

Electric type model Weight (kg)

2

6.4Mpa6.4Mpa

10.0Mpa10.0Mpa

16.0Mpa16.0Mpa



        The Globe valve is featured by its compact structure, invulnerability to wear and scratching for its sealing surface, 

good sealability, easy manufacture and maintenance, small disc travel in opening/closing, short opening/closing time, 

small valve height, good processing property, wide application scope and so on. It's an extensively used intercepting valve, 

which is used to intercept or connect the medium in the pipeline. Generally it's not used for flow control.

        The company has learned from leading valve technologies and techniques from overseas on ANSI, API, JIS, BS,

 DIN,  etc. for years and has rich experience in the design, manufacturing and quality control. The company has 

designed  flange-connected steel Globe valves with following characteristics.

The steel Globe valve with flange connection is applicable for pipelines of different work conditions 

with PN1.6~16.0Mpa nominal pressure and -29~+550  operating temperature in such industries like 

petroleum, chemical industry, pharmaceuticals, chemical fertilizer, electricity, etc. It is used for cutting 

off or connecting medium in pipeline.

The applicable mediums including water, oil, steam, acidic medium, etc.

The means of operation include manual, gear-driven, electric, pneumatic, etc.

Overview of Globe valve

1. The product meets latest Chinese and overseas standards, with reasonable structure,

     reliable sealing performance, superior performance and pleasant appearance.

2. The products provide a variety of materials and the filling and cushion could be 

    supplied based on actual work condition or customer requirement reasonably, 

    suitable for various pressures, temperatures and medium work conditions.

3. The pressure retaining parts of high temperature valve are made of quality temp

    erature resistant steel alloy and the sealing face is made from Stellite and 

    cobalt-based hard alloy, extending reliability of sealing, stable performance and 

    long service life.

4. The high temperature valve stem is made of temperature resistant steel alloy through 

    hardening and tempering and surface nitrogen treatment, provided with favorable 

    comprehensive mechanical properties, corrosion resistance and scratch resistance.

5. The product applies back seal structure, allowing maintenance and replacement of 

    sealing fillings provided the frame not shut down.

6. It is allowed to use a variety of piping flange standards and flange sealing face types 

    such as ANSI, GB, JB, HG, SH, etc., meeting diversified engineering requirement 

    and customer needs.

7. The company supplies optional imported integrated, intelligent electric devices 

    including 1Q, 2SA35, SMC, RA, STK and other series according to user requirement. 

    Those devices feature full functionality, high accuracy and compatibility to pro

    gram-controlled computer.

Flange-connected steel globe  valve Flange-connected steel globe  valve



Note: The driving means of the valve includes electric, pneumatic, gear-driven, etc. and it is optional based on customer requirement.

           The flange standards include GB/T9113, JB/T79, etc. and flange could be manufactured based on customer requirement.

Male and female facing flange

Weight (kg)

Flange-connected steel globe  valve

JB/T 79.1Key dimensions of  flange connection for Hand movement  Globe valveKey dimensions of  flange connection for Hand movement  Globe valve

Convex flange

Male and female facing flange

Male and female facing flange

Flange-connected steel globe  valve

JB/T 79.1

140

150

165

185

200

230

270

300

360

425

485

Key dimensions of  flange connection for Hand movement  Globe valveKey dimensions of  flange connection for Hand movement  Globe valve

Key dimensions of  flange connection for Hand movement  Globe valveKey dimensions of  flange connection for Hand movement  Globe valve

6.4Mpa6.4Mpa

RF



Male and female 
facing flange

Male and female facing flange

Convex flange

Convex flange

Key dimensions of  flange connection for electric Globe valveKey dimensions of  flange connection for electric Globe valve

Flange-connected steel globe  valve

Key dimensions of  flange connection for Hand movement  Globe valveKey dimensions of  flange connection for Hand movement  Globe valve

10.0Mpa10.0Mpa

1.6Mpa1.6Mpa

16.0Mpa16.0Mpa

2.5Mpa2.5Mpa

Male and female 
facing flange

Male and female 
facing flange

Key dimensions of  flange connection for electric Globe valveKey dimensions of  flange connection for electric Globe valve

Key dimensions of  flange connection for electric Globe valveKey dimensions of  flange connection for electric Globe valve

Male and female 
facing flange

Flange-connected steel globe  valve

4.0Mpa4.0Mpa

6.4Mpa6.4Mpa

10.0Mpa10.0Mpa

Male and female 
facing flange

16.0Mpa16.0Mpa

132

152

168

200

238

270

88

110

121

150

176

204

112

135

148

172

210

250

312

88

110

121

150

176

204

260



Key dimensions of high pressure flange connection for electric Globe valveKey dimensions of high pressure flange connection for electric Globe valve

Ring joint flange

Ring joint flange

Ring joint flange

Flange-connected steel globe  valve

JB/T 79.4

10.0Mpa10.0Mpa

16.0Mpa16.0Mpa

20.0Mpa20.0Mpa

Flange-connected steel check valve



Flange-connected steel check valveFlange-connected steel check valve

Check valve can automatically prevent medium backflow. The valve flap is opened under effect of fluid pressure

and the fluid flows from inlet side to outlet side. When inlet side pressure is smaller than outlet side pressure, 

the flap is closed down automatically under the effect of fluid differential pressure and dead weight to prevent fluid 

backflow.

The company has learned from leading valve technologies and techniques from overseas on ANSI, API, JIS, BS, 

DIN, etc. for years and has rich experience in the design, manufacturing and quality control. The company has 

designed flange-connected steel check valves with following characteristics.

1. The product meets latest Chinese and overseas standards, such as GB, JB, ANS, JIS, 

BS, DIN, API, etc, with reasonable structure, reliable sealing performance, superior 

performance and pleasant appearance.

2. The products provide a variety of materials and the filling and cushion could be 

supplied based on actual work condition or customer requirement reasonably, 

suitable for various pressures, temperatures and medium work conditions.

3. The pressure retaining parts of high temperature valve are made of quality 

temperature resistant steel alloy and the sealing face is made from Stellite and 

cobalt-based hard alloy, extending reliability of sealing, stable performance and 

long service life.

4. The structure of the valve body and bonnet is designed reasonably; the wall 

thickness has gone through strict control and testing, which conforms to GB/T12235, 

GB/T12236 and ANSIB16.34, with high strength, strong rigidity and small 

flow resistance.  

5. The high-pressure check valve's middle chamber adopts the pressure self-tightening 

seal, that is, the higher the medium pressure is, and the better the sealability will be.  

6. The swing check valve's shaft pin adopts a built-in structure with no leakage points 

and excellent operating performance.  

7. The life check valve disc is piloted and makes up-and-down movements inside the 

body; when the medium flows back, the disc will be closed automatically under the 

medium pressure.  

8. The connection mode can be chosen reasonably as required by users or projects; 

and many kinds of structures are available to meet different operating requirements.  

Purpose

The steel flange-connected swing check valve is applicable for pipelines with PN1.6~25Mpa nominal pressure 

and -29~550  operating temperature in such industries including petroleum, chemical industry, pharmaceuticals,

 chemical fertilizer, electricity, etc. The applicable mediums including water, oil, steam, acidic medium, etc.

The lift check valve is applicable for pipelines with PN1.6~16.0Mpa nominal pressure and -29~550  operating tem

perature in such industries like petroleum, chemical industry, thermal power generation, etc. for cutting off or 

connecting medium.. The applicable mediums include water, oil, steam, etc.



Key external dimensions and connection dimensionsKey external dimensions and connection dimensions

Key external dimensions and connection dimensionsKey external dimensions and connection dimensions

Flange-connected steel check valve

Key external dimensions and connection dimensionsKey external dimensions and connection dimensions

Flange-connected steel check valve

JB/T79.1



Key external dimensions and connection dimensionsKey external dimensions and connection dimensions

Flange-connected steel check valve

Key external dimensions and connection dimensionsKey external dimensions and connection dimensions

Flange-connected steel check valve

Male and female 
facing flange

Male and female 
facing flange

Male and female 
facing flange

Male and female 
facing flange

JB/T79.2



API steel gate valve

Applicable standards

Design standard

Structural length

Piping flange

Butt-welded end size

Test and experiment

Driving method                  manual, electric, gear-driven

Pressure test norms

Pressure rating or nominal pressure
Casing test

Sealing test

High pressure hydraulic sealing Low pressure pneumatic sealing

Upper sealing seat 

Gate plate   Sealing face 

Valve seat 

Filling 

Cushion 

Medium flange bolt 

Medium flange nut 

Stem nut 

Hand wheel 

Principal 

Flexible graphite composite cushion (core board: carbon steel or stainless steel) Stainless steel strip/flexible graphite wrapped cushion 

Forgeable cast iron, spheroidal cast iron, cast steel 

         Teflon or woven Teflon filling, 200 flexible graphite ring+Woven flexible graphite filling 

Principal 

Principal 

Principal 

Note: Please specify in your purchase order if flange sealing face uses types other than convex. 

(Please specify in your purchase order if the temperature scope will be exceeded) 

Applicable
work condition

Applicable medium

Service temperature

Corrosive medium such as nitric acid Corrosive medium such as acetic acid Strong oxidizing medium Corrosive medium such as ureaWater, steam, petroleum product, etc.

Nominal through diameter Key connection dimension of convex flange (RF) 

Note: Please specify in your purchase order if flange sealing face uses types other than convex. 

Key external dimensions and connection dimensionsKey external dimensions and connection dimensions

API steel gate valve

H (fully opened) 

Z40 external dimension 



Key external dimensions and connection dimensionsKey external dimensions and connection dimensions

Nominal through diameter Key connection dimension of convex flange (RF) 

API steel gate valve

H (fully opened) 

Key connection dimension of ring joint flange Z40 external dimension 

H (fully opened) 

Key external dimensions and connection dimensionsKey external dimensions and connection dimensions

API steel gate valve



Nominal through diameter 
Key connection dimension of convex flange (RF) 

Nominal through diameter  Key connection dimension of convex flange (RF) 

API steel gate valve

Electric type model 

Electric type model 

Electric type model 

 Key connection dimension of convex flange (RF) Nominal through diameter 

API steel gate valve

H H



 

Design and manufacturing Structural length Flange size Pressure-temperature Test-inspection 

Valve body, cap, flap Stem Sealing face Cushion (ring) 

1Cr13/flexible graphite 

Low temperature asbestos 

Filling 

Flexible graphite 

Teflon-immersed asbestos rope 

Operating temperature (   ) Applicable medium 

Propane 
Methanol 

Ethane 

Coal gas 

Liquid ammonia 

 Key connection dimension of convex flange (RF) 
Nominal through diameter 

API low temperature forged-steel gate valve

 Key connection dimension of convex flange (RF) 

API forged-steel gate valve



Key connection dimensionKey connection dimension

 Key connection dimension of convex flange (RF) 

JIS cast steel wedge gate valve

Pressure rating or nominal pressure
Casing test

Sealing test

High pressure hydraulic sealing Low pressure pneumatic sealing

Design standard

Structural length

Piping flange

Butt-welded end size

Test and experiment

Upper sealing seat 

Gate plate   Sealing face 

Valve seat 

Filling 

Cushion 

Medium flange bolt 

Medium flange nut 

Stem nut 

Hand wheel Forgeable cast iron, spheroidal cast iron, cast steel 

Note: Please specify in your purchase order if flange sealing face uses types other than convex. 

(Please specify in your purchase order if the temperature scope will be exceeded) 

Applicable
work condition

Applicable medium

Service temperature

Corrosive medium such as nitric acid Corrosive medium such as acetic acid Strong oxidizing medium Corrosive medium such as ureaWater, steam, petroleum product, etc.

         Teflon or woven Teflon filling, 200 flexible graphite ring+Woven flexible graphite filling 

Flexible graphite composite cushion (core board: carbon steel or stainless steel) Stainless steel strip/flexible graphite wrapped cushion 

Principal 

Principal 

Principal 

Principal 

Material:

API steel globe valve



Note: Please specify in your purchase order if flange sealing face uses types other than convex. 

Key external dimensions and connection dimensionsKey external dimensions and connection dimensions

Nominal through diameter 

API steel globe valve

Key external dimensions and connection dimensionsKey external dimensions and connection dimensions

Key connection dimension of convex flange (RF) Nominal through diameter 

API steel globe valve



Valve body, cap, flap Stem Sealing face Cushion (ring) 

1Cr13/flexible graphite 

Low temperature asbestos 

Filling 

Flexible graphite 

Teflon-immersed asbestos rope 

Operating temperature (   ) Applicable medium 

Propane 
Methanol 

Ethane 

Coal gas 

Liquid ammonia 

Key connection dimensionKey connection dimension

Key connection dimension of convex flange (RF) 

API low temperature forged-steel globe valve

Key connection dimensionKey connection dimension

ANSI / API Forged-steel globe valve

Key connection dimension of convex flange (RF) 



Key connection dimensionKey connection dimension

Key connection dimension of convex flange (RF) 

JIS cast steel globe valve

Design standard

Structural length

Piping flange

Butt-welded end size

Test and experiment

Pressure rating or nominal pressure
Casing test

Sealing test

High pressure hydraulic sealing Low pressure pneumatic sealing

Gate plate   Sealing face 
Valve seat 

Medium flange bolt 

Medium flange nut 

(Please specify in your purchase order if the temperature scope will be exceeded) 

Applicable
 work 
condition

Applicable medium

Service temperature

Corrosive medium such as nitric acid Corrosive medium such as acetic acid Strong oxidizing medium Corrosive medium such as ureaWater, steam, petroleum product, etc.

Forgeable cast iron, spheroidal cast iron, cast steel 

Note: Please specify in your purchase order if flange sealing face uses types other than convex. 

API/JIS steel check valve

Axis pin  

Disc nut  

Check pin

Gasket

Characteristics of Check Valve

1. The product is designed and manufactured as per ANSI B16.34 and API6D.

2. It adopts a swing disc and a straight-through flow channel, which can be installed on either horizontal channels or vertical 

     pipelines.

3. Its rocker shaft pin adopts a built-in structure to reduce the external leakage.

4. Its body and bonnet adopt the bolted connection. In case of high pressure PN 10MP , the middle flange adopts the internal 

    pressure self-sealing structure to make the product compact, light and reliable in sealing.



Key external dimensions and connection dimensionsKey external dimensions and connection dimensions

Note: Please specify in your purchase order if flange sealing face uses types other than convex. 

API/JIS steel check valve

Key connection dimension of convex flange (RF) 

Key external dimensions and connection dimensionsKey external dimensions and connection dimensions

Key external dimensions and connection dimensionsKey external dimensions and connection dimensions

Note: Please specify in your purchase order if flange sealing face uses types other than convex. 

API/JIS steel check valve

Key connection dimension of convex flange (RF) 



API/JIS steel ball valve

Name Ball valve

fixed ball, floating ball

Valve body

Valve cap

Stem

Ball

Seat

Filling

Cushion

Spring

Upper sealing cushion

Bolt

Nut

Reinforced Teflon   Para-polyphenyl

Teflon  Para-polyphenyl

Stainless steel strip/Telfon or flexible graphite wrapped cushion

Corrosive medium such as nitric acid Corrosive medium such as acetic acid Strong oxidizing medium Corrosive medium such as urea

API6D or API608 Pressure rating or nominal pressure
Casing test

Sealing test

High pressure hydraulic sealing Low pressure pneumatic sealing

manual, electric, gear-driven

Design standard

Structural length

Piping flange

Butt-welded end size

Test and experiment

Driving 

Structural form

method                  

Applicable
 work 
condition

Applicable medium

Service temperature

Water, steam, petroleum product, etc.

Note: Please specify in your purchase order if flange sealing face uses types other than convex. 

Part name
Material

Pressure test normsPressure test norms

Teflon  Para-polyphenyl

Note: Please specify in your purchase order if flange sealing face uses types other than convex. 

Key external dimensions and connection dimensionsKey external dimensions and connection dimensions

Nominal through diameter 
Key connection dimension

External dimension

API/JIS steel ball valve



API/JIS steel ball valve

Nominal through diameter 
Key connection dimension

External dimension

Nominal through diameter 

Normal value Reference value

Key external dimensions and connection dimensionsKey external dimensions and connection dimensions

JIS-Key external dimensions and connection dimensionsJIS-Key external dimensions and connection dimensions

Reducing 
diameter

Full through 
diameter

Reducing 
diameter

Full through 
diameter

Reducing 
diameter

Full through 
diameter

Note: 1. The weight of reducing diameter ball valve is about 70~80% of full through diameter ball valve. 2. LJ represents structural length of the 
           flange ball valve with ring connecting face. 

New-generation butt-weld wedge gate valve



New-generation butt-weld  globe valve Low pressure gate valve 



Z44T-10 parallel double-gate plate low pressure gate valve Z545T-6, Z545W-6 Z545T-10 Z545W-10

Low pressure gate valve 

Brass stealers steel 

Female cut-off valve



Forged-steel globe valve

 Carbon steel as per GB699
 Stainless steel as per Gb1220
 Refractory steel as per Gb1221

Note: 1.           sealing pairs have stainless steel sealing members.           sealing pairs have butt-weld 
               cobalt-based hard alloy sealing members.
           2. Other fillings and cushions materials could all be customized.

(Mpa)

(Mpa)

(Mpa)

 Carbon steel as per GB699
 Stainless steel as per GB1220
 Refractory steel as per Gb1221

Forged-stee gate valve



PN Mpa (bar)

Instrument needle globe valve

Key external dimensions and connection dimensionsKey external dimensions and connection dimensions

Drain valve



Model
Nominal pressure Casing test pressure Max. operating pressure Max. operating temperature Max. permissible temperature Applicable medium

Model
Nominal through diameter

Operating differential pressure

Drainage rate

Thermal power (disc) drain valve

Part name

(material)

Valve body, valve cap

Gray cast iron

Carbon cast steel

Valve seat, valve flap, filter screen
Stainless steel

Drain valve

Key connection dimensionKey connection dimension



 Valve body

Plunger

Hole stand

           Graphite sealing ring

Valve cap

 Stem

    Copper screw

Hand wheel

Cast steel Cast iron Stainless steel Molybdenum-bearing stainless steel Upper sealing ring material

Teflon and flexible graphite

Plunger  valve

Teflon and flexible graphite

Sealing ring material

ff

JB/T791.1Key external dimensions and connection dimensionsKey external dimensions and connection dimensions

Key external dimensions and connection dimensionsKey external dimensions and connection dimensions

Plunger  valve



Plunger globe valve

Valve body

Hole stand

 Graphite sealing ring

Plunger

Cushion

Stud nut

Valve cap

Stem

Cap nut

Hand wheel

Bolt

nut

2
2

2

3

3

3
3

3
3

3

3

4

4

4

2

Key external dimension and connection dimension Unit: mm

Key external dimension and connection dimension Unit: mm

Plunger globe valve



2

2

2

2

3
3

3

3

3

3

3
3

3
4

Plunger globe valve

Key connection dimension

Key connection dimension

Key connection dimension

Nominal through 
diameter 

Nominal through 
diameter 

Nominal through 
diameter 

Appendix

Material name

Material trademark

Carbon steel

Steel alloy

Low temperature carbon steel

Chromium nickel stainless steel

Ni-Cr-Mo stainless steel

Chromium nickel super-low carbon stainless steel

Ni-Cr-Mo super-low carbon stainless steel

Cast piece Forged piece Service temperature
Major applicable medium

Water, steam, air, nitrogen gas, ammonia,
nitrogen, petroleum product, etc.

Steam, petroleum product, etc.

Water, steam, petroleum product, etc.

Corrosive medium such as nitric acid

Corrosive medium such as acetic acid and urea

Corrosive medium such as nitric acid

Corrosive medium such as acetic acid and urea

Steel No. Benchmark temperature Operating temperature

Max. operating pressure

Forged pieceCast piece

Note: When operating temperature is at a middle position in the table's temperature ratings, maximum operating pressure could be defined under interpolation method.
Specification: As per the pressure-temperature rating table in the JB/T3595 Manufacturing technology conditions of power plant valve, it is not recommended carbon 
steel valve serves under 450? operating temperature for a long term. However, cast carbon steel and forged carbon steel are allowed to serve under 450? in the Safety
 technology supervisory regulation for steam boiler as promulgated by the Ministry of Labor in 1996 in China.

Applicable work condition
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